The last decades witnessed the rapid growth of Web technologies, methodologies and applications. This special issue collects eight research papers which are extensions of the best papers of the WISE 2013 conference(14 th International Conference of Web Information Systems Engineering, Nanjing, China).
In the fourth paper, "User communities evolution in microblogs: A public awareness barometer for real world events", Giatsoglou, Chatzakou and Vakali study the problem of user communities evolution in microblogs. The proposed community detection approach identifies communities exploiting both structural properties and intensity patterns, while dynamics of communities evolution around an event are revealed based on an iterative community detection and mapping scheme.
In the fifth paper, "Multi-relational PageRank for Tree Structure Sense Ranking", Interdonato and Tagarelli study the problem of structural sense ranking for tree data using a multi-relational PageRank approach. The authors developed the first PageRank-based formulations that exploit heterogeneity of links to address the problem of structural sense ranking in tree data.
Zhang et al. study skyline processing in probabilistic streams in the sixth paper, "Probabilistic n-of-N Skyline Computation over Uncertain Data Streams". The paper firstly identifies a candidate set with the minimum number of uncertain elements to be kept. Then efficient query processing and index structure updating techniques are developed based on R-tree structures.
Yao et al. address the limitations of recommendation systems in existing techniques and cope with scenarios with only implicit feedback in the seventh paper, "A Graph-based Model for Context-aware Recommendation using Implicit Feedback Data". The authors propose a graph-based generic recommendation framework, which constructs a Multi-Layer Context Graph (MLCG) from implicit feedback data, and performs ranking algorithms in MLCG for context-aware recommendation.
Finally, the paper "Detecting Overlapping Communities in Poly-Relational Networks", by Wu et al., focuses on discovering overlapping communities. The authors relax strong assumptions held by existing techniques and introduce a novel co-ranking framework named MutuRank. MutuRank makes full use of the mutual influence between relations and actors to transform the poly-relational network to the mono-relational network.
We wish to thank the authors for their contributions in this special issue. We also thank the reviewers for their valuable comments throughout the rigours review phases. We hope these papers provide the community with insights and inspirations for continued research work.
